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CHAPTER 3. 

SEASONAL REPRODUCTIVE TIMING AND JUVENILE 

SURVIVAL OF GIRAFFE 

Reproductive synchrony is the tendency of individuals to carry out some aspect of 

their reproductive cycle at the same time as other members of the population, and is 

widespread in the plant and animal kingdoms (Ims 1990). Seasonal changes are cyclic, 

generally predictable sources of environmental variation and are arguably the most 

ubiquitous external variation in natural systems (Fretwell 1972). Mammalian herbivores 

in temperate regions generally give birth during a short period that coincides with the 

spring flush of nitrogen-rich plant growth (Asdell 1964, Bunnell 1982, Bronson 1985), 

and births outside the summer season are typically not viable due to extreme winter cold 

(Stearns 1992, Langvatn et al. 2004). In tropical regions, however, births are thermally 

viable in all seasons due to mild year-round temperatures, thus asynchronous (the 

opposite of synchronous) reproduction is the norm. Asynchronous reproduction is 

considered the ancestral state of ruminants, but synchrony has evolved in both temperate 

and tropical climates (Rutberg 1987, Jabbour et al. 1997, Zerbe et al. 2012).   

Timing of reproduction can be an important factor affecting juvenile survival of 

temperate and boreal ungulates. Survival rates of newborns that are born early or late in 

the spring (asynchronous from the regional birth pulse) are reduced for many northern 

species (bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis, Sugden 1961, Festa-Bianchet 1988; caribou, 

Rangifer tarandus, Kelsall 1968, Dauphine and McClure 1974, Nowosad 1975; Dall’s 

sheep, Ovis dalli, Bunnell 1980; red deer, Cervus elaphus: Clutton-Brock et al. 1982, 

1983; and other species, Sadleir 1969, Slee 1971, Santiago-Moreno et al. 2006).  
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However, other studies have found no effect of birthdate outside the local birth pulse on 

juvenile survival of temperate ungulates (pronghorn, Antilocapra americana, Fairbanks 

1993; moose, Alces alces, Bowyer 1998; elk, Cervus elaphus, Smith and Anderson 1998; 

mountain goat, Oreamnos americanus, Cote and Festa-Binachet 2001; saiga antelope, 

Saiga tatarica, Buuveibaatar et al. 2013). Synchronous births also can lower offspring 

survival in the presence of a prey-switching predator (roe deer, Capreolus capreolus, 

Aanes and Anderson 1996). 

  Variation in juvenile survival plays an important role in population dynamics of 

ungulates (Coulson et al. 1997, Gaillard et al. 2000, Petorelli et al. 2005). For example, 

juvenile survival is consistently lower and more sensitive to environmental variation than 

adult survival in populations of large herbivores (Gaillard et al. 2000, Eberhardt 2002, 

Gaillard and Yoccoz 2003, for reviews). Variation in juvenile survival also often explains 

a large part of the variance in their parents’ lifetime reproductive success (Clutton-Brock 

et al. 1988) and other fitness measurements (Gaillard et al. 1998). Identifying the sources 

of variation in early survival therefore constitutes a major issue for both evolutionary 

ecologists and land managers. Juvenile survival can be regulated by bottom-up 

(vegetation) or top-down (predation) selective forces (Cote and Festa-Bianchet 2001), but 

few studies have examined the factors affecting juvenile survival in tropical ungulates. 

Reproductive synchrony is adjusted through estrus timing (Berger 1992), 

mediated by maternal condition (Ryan et al. 2007), and may be selected for via reduced 

juvenile survival in asynchronous individuals (Findlay and Cooke 1982, O’Donoghue 

and Boutin 1995). Recent studies of reproductive synchrony indicate that timing and 

synchrony of parturition in large mammals is primarily regulated by climate, and only 
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secondarily by predation on newborns (Bowyer et al. 1998, Post et al. 2003, Moe et al. 

2007, Barber-Meyer et al 2008, Ogutu et al 2010). However, most investigations into 

breeding synchrony and asynchrony have focused on small deviations from a generally 

synchronous birth pulse in temperate-zone populations. Breeding generally becomes less 

synchronous with decreasing latitude (Bronson 1989, Zerbe et al. 2012), and although the 

vast majority of the world’s ungulate species live in the tropics and sub-tropics, few 

studies have investigated the demography of large tropical herbivores (Owen-Smith and 

Marshall 2010). Tropical latitudes also exhibit clear seasonal peaks in herbivore food 

supply and quality, usually determined by the onset of seasonal rainfall patterns 

(Rutherford 1980, Desmukh 1984, Ogutu et al. 2007, Wittemyer et al. 2007), and 

although most species of tropical ungulates give birth year-round, most have a more or 

less distinct seasonal birth pulse (Owen-Smith and Ogutu 2013). Giraffe (Giraffa 

camelopardalis) provide a tropical, asynchronously breeding case study for testing 

reproductive synchrony/asynchrony hypotheses in comparison with temperate ungulate 

demography studies. 

Our objective here was to determine whether and when pulses in birth synchrony 

occur in wild giraffe in the Tarangire Ecosystem (TE) of northern Tanzania, East Africa 

by examining timing of 408 births during 3 precipitation seasons over 2 years. Previous 

research in the Serengeti Ecosystem of Tanzania suggested giraffe there may exhibit a 

small birth pulse during the phenological protein peak of Acacia trees (Sinclair et al. 

2000). We investigated whether a birth pulse was evident in the TE, indicating some level 

of reproductive synchrony within the broader asynchronous strategy. To elucidate 

possible causes and consequences of birth synchrony and asynchrony, we estimated 
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juvenile survival according to birth season to see whether calf survival was higher, lower, 

or the same for calves born during versus outside the birth pulse, if such a pulse were 

observed. The relative survival of juveniles born during versus outside any observed birth 

pulse indicates whether phenological match, predator avoidance, or temporal resource 

partitioning mediates some level of synchrony or asynchrony in this species (Fig. 13; see 

also “synchrony and asynchrony” below).   

This system has large seasonal variation in ungulate biomass and predation 

pressure as migratory herds of thousands of wildebeest (C. taurinus) and zebra (Equus 

quagga) move between wet and dry season ranges, and predators follow or commute to 

access these herds. Therefore, to examine whether and how this change affects giraffe 

calf survival and is a factor mediating birth synchrony or asynchrony, we constructed 

spatio-temporal covariate models of lion density, alternative prey density, and lion 

predation pressure. 

SYNCHRONY AND ASYNCHRONY 

Three hypotheses have been offered as explanations for the evolution of birth 

synchrony in wild ungulates: (1) “phenological match” is timing births to coincide with 

periods of optimal resource conditions such as the protein concentration peak at the 

beginning of the growing season (Rutberg 1987); (2) “predator swamping” reduces the 

individual probability of being predated upon (Darling 1938, Kruuk 1964, Estes 1976, 

Puliam and Caraco 1984, Ims 1990a); and (3) “optimization of social development” 

maximizes the number of like-age playmates and learning opportunities (Brown 1985, 

Pfeifer 1985).   
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The evolution of reproductive asynchrony (the opposite of synchrony) may be 

explained by (1) “temporal resource partitioning” among sympatric adult females to share 

food resources during gestation and lactation (McShea 1989, Ims 1990b); (2) “predator 

avoidance” to reduce the probability of detection of vulnerable neonates (Ims 1990b); and 

(3) “optimal mate choice” which permits females to choose from a larger pool of male 

mates (Ims 1988). These hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, so two or more may be 

operating simultaneously. Here, we only considered synchrony hypotheses of 

phenological match and predator swamping, but not social development. Asynchrony 

hypotheses we considered here were temporal resource partitioning and predator 

avoidance, but not mate choice. 

In most mammals, the timing of reproduction is primarily determined by seasonal 

peaks in protein availability during late gestation and early lactation, the most 

energetically demanding period for reproductive females (Oftedal 1984, Rutberg 1987, 

Sinclair et al 2000). “Phenological match,” or timing reproduction to coincide with 

seasons of maximum resource quality can increase juvenile survival and therefore 

increase lifetime reproductive success (Pianka 1976, Kennish 1997, Langvatn et al. 

2004). There are 2 periods of elevated protein concentration in the TE and phenological 

match could occur during either one or both. Protein concentration in Acacia trees peaks 

at the end of the dry season, when Acacia trees flush with new growth in anticipation of 

the coming short rains. Protein concentration in all non-Acacia woody plants is highest 

during the early growing season at the beginning of the short rains. Protein concentration 

declines in all woody plants as biomass increases during the long rains (Pellew 1984). 
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“Temporal resource partitioning” asynchrony could be an adaptation to limited 

resources where individual females’ resource requirements oscillate during the 

reproductive cycle. When resources are limited but available year-round and associated 

females can readily exchange socially mediated cues, fitness of sympatric females might 

be enhanced if they reproduce out of synchrony with each other to temporally partition 

resources (McShea 1989). Competition for resources needed to support more than one 

Figure 13. Diagrams illustrating competing hypotheses of how juvenile survival should 

respond to instances of birth synchrony in a generally asynchronous breeder. Left: 

Number of births and juvenile survival should both be constant over time (dashed 

lines), but if a birth pulse occurred by chance, a negative correlation between number 

of births and survival of juveniles born in that season would support the predator 

avoidance theory of asynchrony. Center: No change in juvenile survival during a birth 

pulse due to a resource peak would indicate temporal resource partitioning theory of 

asynchrony. Right: Positive correlation between protein concentration, number of 

births, and survival of juveniles born in a given season would support the phenological 

match hypothesis of synchrony.  
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breeding female giraffe would be reduced if parturition dates were staggered so that they 

reached the later stages of lactation (the most energetically demanding) at different times. 

Giraffe meet the assumptions for testing this hypothesis because females can breed year-

round, and form fission-fusion associations (Shorrocks and Croft 2009, Carter et al. 

2013), enabling the exchange of pheromonal reproductive stimuli (Ims 1990).  

“Predator avoidance” asynchrony posits that reproductive timing could be 

influenced by mortality regimes induced by predators, as determined by the behavior and 

spatial distribution of predators and prey (Ims 1990, Sinclair et al. 2000). “Predator 

avoidance” asynchrony reduces risk of offspring predation when predators target prey 

according to their relative abundance and accessibility (Aanes and Andersen 1996) and 

should be favored in species such as giraffe that hide their newborn young and are not 

sufficiently abundant to “swamp” predators (Ims 1990, Sinclair et al. 2000). Lions and 

hyenas are generalist predators that consume juvenile giraffe and other prey according to 

accessibility (Hayward and Kerley 2005, Hopcraft et al. 2005, Owen-Smith and Mills 

2008). Our study area encompasses 5 distinct but connected sites with spatio-temporally 

contrasting levels of lion density and alternative prey density, offering an opportunity to 

examine how these covariates affect reproductive timing and juvenile survival thus 

supporting one or more of these hypotheses. 

Methods 

DATA COLLECTION 

We collected giraffe data and created individual encounter histories for analysis 

as described in Chapter 1. We only utilized data from newborn calf-age animals born in 

the 4-mo interval before each survey.   
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Lion densities were computed from lion location data collected in TNP, LGCA, 

and MRC during 2010–2013. All lion prides in northern TNP and adjacent areas of 

LGCA have been identified and monitored regularly since 2003 (Packer et al. 2010). B. 

Kissui attempted to locate all known lion prides and individuals in TNP, LGCA, and 

MRC every 2 weeks using regular surveys, radio collars, GPS collars, and ancillary 

information from national parks staff, tourism operators, and local informants. LMNP has 

monitored lion prides since 2005 during monthly surveys of all large mammals with 

ancillary information from national park staff, tourism operators, and local informants. 

Lion density in MGCA was estimated from irregular surveys of the area by professional 

hunting operators augmented with estimates from LGCA with similar habitat and land-

use management. Seasonal site-specific densities of alternative lion prey (wildebeest, 

zebra, and buffalo, Syncerus caffer) were computed from road transect distance-sampling 

surveys we performed during giraffe surveys. Covariate values were combined density 

(number of individuals per km2) of all alternative prey species rounded to the nearest 5. 

PREDATION COVARIATES 

Our covariate model set included models of lion density, alternative prey density, 

and lion predation pressure (lion density / prey density). Table 15 presents the spatio-

temporal covariates of lion predation used in model selection. Three sites (NPs and 

MRC) have higher lion densities due to active predator protection policies. Trophy 

hunting and pastoralist activities in 2 GCA sites resulted in lower lion and hyena densities 

in these sites (Davidson et al. 2011, Kolowski and Holcamp 2009). Large herds of 

alternative prey species (~ 20,000 wildebeest, zebra, and buffalo) migrate seasonally into 

TNP in the dry season, and out of the study area during the long rains. This migration 
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attracts some predators out of TNP and into LMNP and the 2 GCAs, while MRC 

maintains a relatively constant prey and predator population. A covariate of lion 

predation pressure on giraffe calves was computed by dividing the density of lions by the 

density of alternative prey.   

REPRODUCTION ANALYSIS 

We computed seasonal reproduction (calves / adult female) using known 

population size of adult females as the denominator, and the number of newborn calves 

(aged 0–3 months) detected during each seasonal survey (corrected for site- and season-

specific capture (p) probabilities, and survival (√𝑆1) between birth and first PCMR 

encounter) as the numerator. We analyzed seasonal reproduction rates using generalized 

linear models with a Poisson distribution and log link function to determine mean 

seasonal birth distribution among all years and sites.   

SURVIVAL ANALYSIS 

We modeled and estimated parameters using Pollock’s (1982) robust design 

statistical models in program MARK 7.1 (White and Burnham 1999). We modeled and 

estimated probabilities of capture (p), recapture (c), survival (S), and temporary 

emigration parameters (γ′ and γ″). We tested goodness-of-fit using U-CARE (Choquet et 

al. 2009), and adjusted for lack of fit by adjusting �̂� = 𝜒2/df (Choquet et al. 2009, Cooch 

and White, unpublished). Throughout model ranking and selection procedures, we ranked 

models using qAICc and used model qAICc Weights (W) as a metric for strength of 

evidence supporting a given model as the best description of the data (Burnham and 

Anderson 2002). Due to model selection uncertainty, we present only model-averaged 

parameter values and based all inferences on these model-averaged parameters (Burnham 
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and Anderson 2002). We considered covariates to be statistically significant if the 95% 

confidence interval of the beta coefficient did not include zero. 

We began with the most fully parameterized model in our set. Our most-

parameterized model included survival as a linear effect of calf age, varying categorically 

by site, by birth season, and by season, and with site and time effects in all other 

parameters: {S(age + site + birth season + season) γ′(site × time) γ″(site × time) p(site + 

event + season) c(site + event + season)}. In young ungulates, survival generally 

increases with age (Gaillard et al. 2000) and may also differ by sex (Clutton-Brock et al. 

1985). Preliminary analyses indicated that age, but not sex, was a significant factor in 

juvenile giraffe survival. 

We first ranked competing models with reduced temporal complexity of 

detectability parameters (p and c), and temporary emigration parameters (γ′ and γ″). Once 

the most parsimonious form of detectability and temporary emigration parameters was 

obtained, we ranked 7 additional models of survival with site, birth season, and seasonal 

effects (Table 16). During survival model selection, we kept detectability and temporary 

emigration parameters in their most parsimonious form, and including age and sex effects 

on survival throughout. The site effect modeled survival as site-specific in all 5 sites. 

Season modeled survival different in each of the 3 seasons (short rains, long rains, and 

dry). Birth season is a cohort-like intercept effect where all calves born in a given season 

(short rains, long rains, and dry) have similar survival probabilities throughout their lives. 

We also ranked a constant model with no effects of site, season, or birth season. Finally, 

we ranked survival models with spatio-temporal covariates of browse protein, lion 
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density, alternative prey density, and lion predation pressure during birth season and 

subsequent seasons.   

SIMULATIONS OF PHENOLOGICAL MATCH-MISMATCH 

 We examined the costs and benefits of phenological match using simulated life 

histories of adult female giraffe over their reproductive lifetime. We computed lifetime 

reproductive success (LRS) as number of calves surviving to age 1 year for mothers who 

reproduced according to 2 schedules of intercalf intervals (ICI): the mean intercalf 

interval (ICI = 20 months); and mothers who delay reproduction to give birth to every 

calf during the short rains (ICI = 24 months). We assumed mothers in both reproductive 

schedules lived 10 years as reproductive adults and both gave birth to their first calf in 

January (during the short rains). Calves survived to age 1 year according to the birth-

season-specific estimated probabilities of survival (see Results). We used these 

simulations to determine what level of calf survival during the short rains was required to 

make LRS ICI24 > LRS ICI20. 

Results 

We analyzed 408 encounter histories for individually identified neonatal calves.  

Seasonal variation in reproduction was significant (Fig. 14; 𝐹32
2  = 4.29, P = 0.031), with 

fewer births in the long rains (0.23 ±0.02), and more births during the short rains (0.39 

±0.02) and the dry season (0.38 ±0.02).   

We found evidence for lack of fit in encounter history data (𝜒62
2  = 97, P = 0.006), 

so to account for model selection uncertainty we adjusted �̂� = 1.5. Survival modeling 

indicated evidence for variation due to birth season (Table 16). Compound probabilities 

of survival (estimated using model-averaged parameters of models in Table 16) up to 1 
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year old for calves born in each of the 3 seasons indicated that calves born during the 

short rains had a slightly higher probability of surviving to 1 year of age (0.53 ±0.08), 

relative to those born during the long rains or dry season (0.43 ±0.08), but the effect was 

not statistically significant (Fig. 14).   

Spatio-temporal covariate models of calf survival (Table 17) found that local 

density of alternative prey was positively correlated with calf survival (alternative prey β 

= 0.028, SE = 0.017, 95% CI: -0.005 to 0.061). This top-ranked model was 3 times more 

likely to be the best in the set than the second-ranked model (Table 17), but the covariate 

effect was not statistically significant (95% CI includes zero).   

Figure 14. Probability of survival from birth to 1 year old for giraffe calves born 

during 3 precipitation seasons as computed from compound seasonal survival rates 

estimated using model-averaged parameters of models in Table 16. 
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Match-mismatch simulations using observed birth-season-specific survival rates 

(0.53 and 0.43) indicated the ICI20 mothers had 3 calves in the short rains and 4 in other 

seasons, while ICI24 mothers had 6 calves all in the short rains resulting in ICI20 having 

higher LRS than ICI24 mothers (LRS: ICI20 = 3.31; ICI24 = 3.18). Increasing survival of 

calves born in the short rains to 0.58 changed the outcome so LRS ICI24 > LRS ICI20 

(LRS: ICI20 = 3.46; ICI24 = 3.48). This survival rate for calves born in the short rains is 

within 1 SE of the observed estimate. 

Discussion 

SYNCHRONY AND SURVIVAL 

We found evidence that this population of giraffe exhibited 2 seasonal pulses in 

reproduction, one during the short rains and another during the dry season. Calves born 

during the reproductive pulse in the short rains have higher survival probability relative 

to calves born in other seasons. This positive correlation between seasonal births and 

juvenile survival supports the “phenological match” theory of reproductive synchrony 

(Fig. 13), with the season of highest survival occurring when protein content was highest 

for non-Acacia woody browse species. Calves born during the second birth pulse in the 

dry season had equivalent survival to calves born during the long rains, which is the 

signal for “temporal resource partitioning” theory of asynchrony (Fig. 13). 

Phenological match describes offspring born in the season when high-quality food 

is abundant (Rutberg 1987, Sinclair et al 2000). In tropical and subtropical areas, 

ungulate birth peaks may coincide with seasonal rainfall and the subsequent appearance 

of green foliage (Owen-Smith and Ogutu 2013), but an advantage in juvenile survival has 

not been previously demonstrated for tropical phenological match. Our giraffe data 
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suggest that phenological match does confer a juvenile survival advantage to offspring of 

tropical ungulate browsers born during the early growing season protein peak for non-

Acacia woody plants.   

Temporal resource partitioning reduces competition for local browse resources 

needed to support multiple breeding female giraffe if parturition dates are staggered such 

that they reach the most energetically demanding stage at different times. The local 

giraffe population in the TE is likely below carrying capacity because density-dependent 

effects are not apparent (Chapters 1 and 2), and the local African elephant (Loxodonta 

africana) population has grown rapidly and steadily during the previous decade, and 

continues to grow with no evidence of density dependence (Foley and Faust 2010, C. 

Foley, unpublished data), indicating there is currently no local scarcity of megaherbivore 

browse. However, over evolutionary time, the strongest selective forces would be acting 

during periods when the giraffe population was at or near carrying capacity and browse 

resources were scarce, and those conditions could have shaped the temporal resource 

competition adaptation for asynchrony. Further study of whether females with 

overlapping home ranges have lower synchrony of reproduction than females that do not 

share resources would shed light on this topic. 

The positive relationship we found between seasonal number of births and calf 

survival does not rule out predator avoidance as another factor influencing giraffe 

reproductive asynchrony. The negative effect of predation during the birth peak could be 

present, but masked by the positive survival effect of birth season due to vegetation 

quality. Similarly, the equal survival of calves born during long rains and dry seasons 
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could also include predation effects that, if removed, would result in higher survival 

during one of those seasons.   

PREDATION  

We found seasonal calf survival was positively correlated with local density of 

wildebeest, zebra, and buffalo during post-natal seasons. The seasonal availability of 

alternative prey can modulate the predation experienced by giraffe via the predator’s 

behavior (Holt 1977, Holt and Lawton 1994). The positive survival effect of local 

ungulate density on giraffe calf survival could therefore be due to predator swamping 

through dilution or prey switching (Estes 1976, Sekulic 1978, Estes and Estes 1979, Testa 

2002). However, local lion density was not a good correlate of calf survival, nor was lion 

predation pressure, perhaps illustrating the importance of hyena predation in this 

population. Local lion prides often develop specialized hunting tactics and target species, 

so broad measures such as lion density may not accurately reflect true lion predation 

pressure due to the behavioral variation in hunting strategies among lion prides (Hayward 

and Kerley 2005). 

MATCH-MISMATCH 

Interbirth interval is one of the most variable aspects of a female giraffe’s lifetime 

fitness. The coefficient of variation in interbirth interval is 25% in captive, and 27% in 

wild giraffe, and is largely determined by length of time between parturition and 

conception (Bercovich et al. 2004, Bercovich and Berry 2009). Giraffe have a 20-month 

intercalf interval, so subsequent births are one season earlier than the previous birth, and 

mothers who delay conception would reduce their lifetime reproductive output. On the 

other hand, females whose previous calf was born during the short rains may benefit from 
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delaying estrous in order to synchronize their next pregnancy with the short rains calf 

survival peak. The presence in the TE of a giraffe birth pulse, together with the large 

potential for individual variation in time between parturition and estrous suggests that 

some giraffe may be delaying estrous to achieve phenological match between their calf’s 

birth and the short rains survival peak.  

Population simulations indicate that mothers who delay estrous to give birth to 

every calf during the short rains (ICI24) will have slightly lower lifetime reproductive 

success than mothers who reproduce according to the mean reproductive schedule (ICI20), 

if birth-season-specific calf survival is the mean estimated value. However, survival of 

calves born during the short rains needs to be only 0.58 (versus the mean 0.53) before 

mothers delaying to achieve phenological match would achieve higher lifetime 

reproductive success. Thus, our observed variation in survival of giraffe calves born in 

the short rains is theoretically sufficient to confer some LRS advantage to mothers who 

delay birth timing. Additionally, if giraffe suffer any costs of reproduction, ICI24 mothers 

that delay might also benefit from achieving the same LRS with 1 fewer birth during their 

lifetime relative to ICI20 mothers.   

However, the timing of the birth pulse is determined many months earlier when 

females undergo estrous cycling, mate, and conceive. Several studies have demonstrated 

a correlation between rainfall, animal condition, or resource availability during the time 

of conception with the timing of mating or births (Estes 1976, Adams and Dale 1998, 

Post 2003, Moe et al. 2007, Ryan et al. 2007, Ogutu et al. 2010, 2011, Burthe et al. 2011). 

Giraffe may be adjusting estrous based upon climatic cues during the rains (Hall-Martin 

et al. 1975). Periodic reproduction triggered by resources, particularly rainfall events, is 
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considered the least understood phenomenon in mammalian seasonality (Bronson 2009). 

Adult female giraffe likely are in optimal condition during the long rains, when browse 

biomass is at maximum (Pellew 1984), particularly if the previous years’ precipitation 

was below average. East African elephants, another mega-herbivore species with a long 

mean intercalf interval (ca. 4.5 years) and year-round calving, exhibit condition-

dependent conception mediated by rainfall-dependent primary productivity anomalies 

(Wittemyer et al. 2007). Conception in giraffe is also dependent on maternal condition, 

and may be mediated by browse biomass in a manner similar to that documented for 

elephants (Hall-Martin et al. 1975). Thus, any period of extended drought that reduces 

maternal condition such that many adult females are unable to breed until the drought 

ends could result in a synchronous return to condition and estrous with a subsequent 

synchronous birth pulse during the short rains. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study documented seasonal variation in giraffe calf production and calf 

survival, potentially mediated by seasonal changes in vegetation quality. Our covariate 

models focused on predation, but none of the covariates were significantly correlated 

with observed patterns of calf production and survival. This implies that seasonal 

variation in vegetation characteristics, rather than natural predation, is the most likely 

proximate mechanism underlying the observed patterns in giraffe reproduction. However, 

there was some evidence that the presence of large migratory herds of alternative prey 

might increase local calf survival, perhaps due to predator swamping or prey switching. 

These migratory herds are threatened by increasingly restricted connectivity between 

calving grounds and dry-season range along the Tarangire River (Morrison and Bolger 
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2012). Therefore, it is conceivable that if wildebeest, zebra, and buffalo populations crash 

as a result of disrupted migrations, then giraffe calves might face increased predation 

pressure from local lions and hyenas responding to reduced availability of large ungulate 

biomass. Asynchrony is believed to be the ancestral state of all ungulates (Zerbe et al. 

2012), and this investigation has illustrated how seasonal variation in vegetation quality 

and predation pressure may both play a role in the evolution of synchronous births. 
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Tables 

Table 15. Spatio-temporal covariates of lion predation and alternative prey densities in 5 

sites and across 3 seasons. 

 LMNP MRC TNP LGCA MGCA 

Lion density     

Dry 20.5 14 9.3 1.4 1.4 

short rains 22.5 14 8.3 1.4 1.4 

long rains 22.5 14 8.3 2.4 2.4 

Alternate prey density    

Dry 10 15 100 0 0 

short rains 5 15 0 10 10 

long rains 5 15 0 15 15 

Predation pressure     

Dry 2 1 0.01 1 1 

short rains 5 1 10 0.1 0.1 

long rains 5 1 10 0.2 0.2 
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Table 16. Selection results for spatio-temporal models of survival of 408 neonatal giraffe 

in Tarangire Ecosystem, Tanzania 2012–2014. The site effect modeled survival as site-

specific in all 5 sites. Season modeled survival different in each of the three seasons 

(short rains, long rains, and dry). Birth season is a cohort-like effect where all calves born 

in a given season (short rains, long rains, and dry) have similar survival probabilities 

throughout their lives. The constant model has no effects of site, season or birth season. 

All models included the additional effect of age in survival, and site and time effects in 

detectability and temporary emigration parameters in the form {S(age) γ′ = γ″ (constant) 

p = c(site + sampling event + season)}. 

 

Model 

# Survival Models ΔqAICc W k 

1 birth season 0 0.27 72 

2 season 0.26 0.24 72 

3 constant 0.43 0.22 69 

4 birth season + season 0.83 0.18 75 

5 site + birth season 3.28 0.05 77 

6 site + birth season + season 4.32 0.03 80 

7 site + season 6.77 0.01 77 

8 site 7.10 0.01 74 
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Table 17. Selection results for covariate models of lion predation pressure on survival of 

neonatal giraffe. Data from 408 neonatal calves in Tarangire Ecosystem, Tanzania 2012–

2014. Alternative prey density modeled calf survival as a function of the local density of 

wildebeest and zebra, lion density modeled survival as a function of local lion density.  

Lion predation pressure modeled survival according to predation pressure (lion density / 

alternative prey density). Birth season, season, and constant are as described in Table 16.  

All models included the additional effect of age in survival, and site and time effects in 

detectability and temporary emigration parameters in the form {S(age) γ′ = γ″(constant) p 

= c(site + sampling event + season)}. 

Model 

# Model ΔAICc W K 

1 alternative prey density 0 0.54 70 

2 birth season 3.22 0.10 72 

3 season  3.48 0.09 72 

4 constant 3.66 0.09 69 

5 birth season + season 4.06 0.07 75 

6 lion predation pressure 5.60 0.03 70 

7 lion density 5.79 0.03 70 

 

 


